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        Growing Ag Leaders and Operations

                  
            Farm operations grow with solid economic, business, law and policy knowledge. We'll teach you how to run a thriving operation.
          

                          
                                  

              

    

  




  
    




Ready for Tomorrow




21st-century agriculture demands a broad knowledge base. We equip students with the business savvy required to become successful professionals.




Management, marketing and finance aren’t abstract concepts. Our faculty and students apply them to real-world challenges, so our graduates can take on managerial roles in ag-related businesses – or start one of their own.
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Our graduate program helps students become problem solvers. Learn how Feifei Liang studies consumer health data to measure the impact of varying nutrition labels on consumer health and financial decisions.
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Graduate Programs







Center for Environmental and Resource Economic Policy
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                          You Decide: What Are the Key Challenges for North Carolina’s Future?

              

      	      	        Economist Mike Walden outlines some of the challenges that lie ahead for North Carolina as a growing state grappling to define future needs. 
            
            
        

	      	    
          


  

  

          
        
          
        

      

    
    
      
                          New “ARE Talks” Series Kicks off With Real Estate Panel

              

      	      	        Sponsored by the Office of Student Mentoring and the Agricultural Entrepreneurship program, the first topic, “Real Estate in 2024,” explored pressing issues in real estate and affordable housing. 
            
            
        

	      	    
          


  

  

          
        
          
        

      

    
    
      
                          Exploring the Emergence of Environmental Economics

              

      	      	        Spencer Banzhaf, director of the Center for Environmental and Resource Economics Policy, looks at the intersection of economics and the environment in his new book, Pricing the Priceless. 
            
            
        

	      	    
          


  

      

    

  






Connect With Us







              Subscribe to ARE Monthly Newsletter

            
                  Get monthly updates from the Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics.
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      	      	        Our department is growing. We are recruiting for several new positions created to address relevant issues in the field of agricultural and resource economics, extension and teaching.
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      Nelson Hall

Campus Box 8109

2801 Founders Drive

Raleigh, NC 27695

 NC State is an equal opportunity institution. 
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